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PROFIT is the key focus of this 
position, with performance and people 
management following closely.

Europa Royale belongs to a hotel 
chain managed by an investment 
corporation, which operates in the real 
estate and hospitality arenas. The 
financial group specialises in 
capitalising upon the soaring demand 
for comfortable, modern 
accommodations, which is driven by 
surging economic growth and an 
investment backlog. Through keen 
leadership and shrewd strategy, the 
investment group has accrued a 
handsome portfolio of 12 properties 
in select Baltic and CEE growth 
markets. We seek to attract energetic, 
dedicated professionals to our team.

YOUR PROFESSIONAL ATTRIBUTES:
 10-plus years in the hospitality sector, preferably, with managerial experience in 

multinational hotel chains
 Suitable higher education in business management and/or tourism/hospitality
 A proven track record of leading and motivating those around you
 An aptitude for developing and maintaining professional relationships with clients 

and staff
 A strong grip on administration, finance, sales, revenue analysis, as well as a drive to 

meet set targets
 Able to set strategies allowing these to permeate throughout the organisation;
 Good language skills—written as well as spoken—in English, Russian and Latvian
 Competence in IT support systems and MS Office

YOUR PERSONAL QUALITIES:
 Profit oriented, confident problem-solver leading by example
 Capacity to evaluate challenges and drive for results
 Communicative, able to coach, enthuse and engage staff
 Service-minded, active, quick to react and adapt

CAREER BENEFITS:
 Challenging and rewarding assignments
 Modern working environment
 Dynamic and reliable employment
 Domestic and international career growth opportunities 
 Market-oriented remuneration and bonuses
 Skill-enhancement training

hotel general 
manager in riga

If this feels right, ACT NOW! Send your application letter (min. 1 A4 sheet) and CV in English to 
office@prime.lv with the ref code K564-3-PR. Tell us why YOU are the best and only choice, so 
that we can set up a meeting in our offices on Brīvības gatve 217, Room 16, Rīga, LV-1039, or 
call +371 29 360 813 for additional information. DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION: 17 JUNE. All 
applications are confidential and will only be relayed to the employer with your unequivocal 
consent.

PRIME Recruitment is an international recruitment company focused on matching the right 
person to the right culture in the client organisation and has successfully done so since 1997. 

Win a Romantic Dinner for Two by recommending a friend or colleague to us. Read all about the 
CANDIDATE HUNT programme here: prime.lv/en/candidate-hunt

SIA “PRIME Recruitment” (reg. nr. 40003446228) operates under Ministry of Welfare LV Rep. licence number 18/2010 dated 14.03.2016 

EXPAND YOUR 
CAREER’S HORIZONS 

WITH US!

still have questions? get in touch!

fb.com: Prime Recruitment

linkedin.com: PRIME Recruitment SIA


